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We present a model for providing clinica
information system (CIS) users with quick access 
high quality information resources. We hav
developed a chest X-ray information butto
application which is attached to the chest X-ra
reports in the CIS at the Columbia Presbyteria
Medical Center. The application generates questio
based on clinical information, user interest, gener
question templates, and resource availability. It the
provides answers to the questions through integrat
access to heterogeneous information resourc
including the CIS itself and publicly accessible We
resources.

INTRODUCTION

Information needs of health care providers aris
throughout the patient care process, and interact
with clinical information systems (CIS) is one suc
occasion. For example, a physician looking at 
patient’s radiology report might want to know if the
findings in the report have appeared before, or wh
prescribing a drug, might what to know the prope
dosage. Some of these information needs could 
fulfilled by the information within the CIS, while
others need to involve outside resources.

This paper describes some of our efforts in providin
a need-oriented information system. Three hypothes
underly our work: 1. That it is possible to predic
some of users’ information needs in the form o
questions. 2. That it is possible to find the answers
the CIS and other resources. 3. That it is possible
link the questions to the answers.

The first hypothesis has been explored by oth
researchers1,2. Using a chest X-ray information button
application, we examine the last two hypotheses 
showing how some typical questions can be evok
by the CIS and answered by a variety of informatio
resources , including the CIS itself.

At Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center (CPMC) 
comprehensive CIS is used extensively by health ca
providers, and current studies are looking 
extending CIS access to patients as well. The C
collects and provides many types of informatio
including laboratory, pharmacy and radiology report
Each year, more information is accumulated and ne
kinds of information are added to the system. At th
same time, medical information resources on th
World Wide Web are expanding.

For health care providers to benefit from this growin
amount of information, however, they must be able t
retrieve relevant information in a timely fashion. By
providing quick access to high quality information
according to users’ information needs, our applicatio
has the potential to help health care professiona
deliver higher quality medical care.

METHODS

The goal of our application is to fulfill information
needs that arise during the use of the CIS. Th
information needs are represented in the form 
questions. The answers to those questions a
generated in the form of customized representatio
of the information retrieved from the heterogeneou
information resources. [Figure 1]

Preparation

The information button application is evoked by a
user while reviewing a chest X-ray report and
generates questions based on the contents of 
report, the application’s knowledge of the availabl
resources, and generic question templates3. Twelve
such templates were created for this application, a
example of which is: “Has this <disease/finding>
appeared in this patient’s previous X-ray reports?”

Questions regarding patient specific information
access  the CIS resource, while questions  regard
non-patient-specific information access genera
information resources.  There are two basic forma
for such resources: controlled and uncontrolled. Th
contents of the controlled format resources ar
organized and maintained systematically an
consistently, and these resources often ha
controlled vocabularies. Medline is an example o
such a resource.

Uncontrolled format resources are more “free style
and their vocabulary, organization and maintenance
less consistent or systematic. They are more difficu
to index, but their content is often valuable and ma
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not be available elsewhere.  Most Web resources f
in this category.

Our application makes use of both controlled an
uncontrolled format resources. They include Medlin
and three publicly available Web resources: th
Collaborative Hypertext of Radiology (CHORUS)4 at
the  Medical College of Wisconsin
(http://chorus.rad.mcw.edu/), The Internet Patholog
Laboratory for Medical Education (IPLME)5 at the
University of Utah (http://www-
medlib.med.utah.edu/WebPath/) and the Radiolog
Museum (RM) at South Bank University
(http://www.sbu.ac.uk/~dirt/im0.html#ACR-
museum). Each Web resources consists of 
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of the Information Button
reviews chest X-ray reports (upper left corner) from the 
diseases and findings is generated based on the rep
composes questions by matching the subject to generic
help of knowledge in the MED, UMLS and a database
answer is generated when the user selects a question. 
of Web resources (shaded boxes),  collects the query re
collection of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
documents addressed by Universal Resource Loca
(URLs). We collected vocabularies from the indexe
of each resource and found additional terms in titl
of the HTML documents. CHORUS and IPLME us
uncontrolled local vocabularies, while RM uses th
American College of Radiology (ACR) classification
which is included in the Unified Medical Languag
System (UMLS)6. We mapped all the index
vocabularies into the UMLS using a method we
developed (MRUM)7, then created a URL databas
containing the URLs and index information.
neric Question
Templates MED UMLS
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Modules
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. We predict information needs will arise while a clinician
CIS. When the information button is clicked, a subject list of
ort. Once a user selects a subject of interest, the application
 question templates and checking resource availibility with the
 of documents found in Web reources (URL database). An
The application queries the CIS, Medline or the URL database
sult and presents it to the user.
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Figure 2. A sequence of screenshots showing an
example of a user interaction: (a) shows a radiology
report with an information button attached, (b) shows
the findings detected in the report, (c) shows the
questions generated for “Pleural Effusion”, and (d)
shows the answer to the first question in (c).
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Implementation
The chest X-ray information button application 
evoked by a clickable button linked to the chest X-r
radiology reports in the CIS (Figure 2a). It retriev
from the CIS database a coded version of the sa
report generated by a natural language proces
program8. Based on the coded report, a clinic
subject list of findings and diseases is created a
presented to the user (Figure 2b).

After a disease or finding is chosen, a list of questio
is  shown (Figure 2c). The questions are generate
three steps: 1. The user selects a clinical subject 
are interested in. 2. The application matches 
clinical subject with the generic question templat
(the application queries the MED for classificatio
information necessary to select among templa
specific to clinical subjects, such as cardiovascu
diseases). 3. The application checks the availability
resources that may answer the questions. No ques
is generated if a resource for that question 
unavailable. For clinical questions such as “Has t
finding appeared in previous reports?”, the CIS c
always offer an answer even if the answer is “No
For the Medline search, our application assum
some articles are always available. (This could 
refined by using the UMLS co-occurrence table). F
the Web resources, the local URL database supp
the availability information. The clinical subject i
also translated to the UMLS at this step, because
URL database uses the UMLS as its ind
vocabulary.

Interface modules connect the questions and 
information resources. They  perform three tasks:
Translate the questions into queries that can 
understood by the CIS, Medline, and the UR
database. 2. Transfer the queries to the resource
Collect the query results and generate a format
display (Figure 2d).

For the CIS database,  the questions are transl
into HL7 query messages. No vocabulary translat
is needed because both the questions and the CIS
the Medical Entity Dictionary (MED)9 to code patient
data. For Medline, the questions are translated
Ovid Medline search strategies. Medline’s vocabula
is the Medical Subject Heading (MeSH), therefor
MED codes are translated into MeSH terms whene
possible. For the URL database, the questions 
translated to database queries and MED codes 
translated into UMLS concepts.

The CIS database is located on a remote mainfra
computer to which HL7 queries are transferred fro
the machine where the application runs. The Medl
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Table 1: The results of the information button queries
and a comparison of keystrokes required when using

the information button vs. manual methods.

Resource Average
Number of

Results Found
Per Question

Keystrokes
using

Information
Button

Keystrokes
using

Manual
Methods

CIS 7.5 3.3 22.5
Medline 35.7 7.0 58.0

Web
Resources

3.0 4.0 22.0
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database is hosted on a remote UNIX computer a
accessed by a scripted telnet session. The U
database is on the same machine as the applica
and transfer is done by simply calling and passi
parameters to the database management program.

Results are returned in the form of HL7 messag
from the CIS database, telnet display formatt
messages from the Medline, and database ent
from the URL database. All results are filtered an
reformatted in HTML for Web based display.

Evaluation

Our evaluation has thus far concentrated on 
application’s ability to generate and answer questio
rather than attempting to satisfy information needs
hypothetical users.

There are four generic question templates linked
the CIS:
1. Has this <finding/disease> appeared in th

patient’s previous X-ray reports?
2. This <finding/disease> is a <more general ty

of finding/disease>, do you want to search f
other such  findings or diseases in other reports

3. This <disease> is a cardiovascular disease,
you want to search for the ECG reports arou
this period (+/- 15 days)?

4. This <disease> is a cardiovascular disease,
you want to retrieve all the ECG reports?

We used medical records from three different patie
to test the four questions by measuring the numbe
reports retrieved. Starting from the most recent rep
in which each of the questions appeared, we a
compared the average number of key strokes t
were needed to find the answer to a question with a
without using the information button.

There are five Medline-related generic questio
templates:
1. What is the significance of the <finding>?
2. What is the cause of the <finding>?
3. How to treat the <disease>?
4. How to diagnose the <disease>?
5. Everything about <finding/disease>?
We chose three findings or diseases for each ques
and measured the average number of artic
retrieved. Retrieved articles were restricted to hum
only, English only and with abstract only. We als
observed the average number of key strokes requ
to retrieve the information using the informatio
button and doing similar searches using Ov
Medline.
There are three Web resource related gene
question templates:
1. Would you like to see some pathology images

this <finding/disease>?
2. What’s the pathology explanation of th

<finding/disease>?
3. What’s the differential diagnosis of thi

<finding/disease>?
We tested three findings or diseases for each ques
and recorded the number of Web pages found 
each. We then measured the average number of
strokes required to find an answer using t
information button and using the Alta Vista Intern
search engine.

RESULT

Based on the 110 reports we tested, the mean num
of diseases and findings found in a report is 2.52 w
a standard deviation of 1.48. For the 20 mo
common findings and diseases, we found that for e
finding or disease, the mean number of questio
generated is 5.90 with a standard deviation of 1.
Thus, on average, 14.87 questions could be gener
for each report. If we assume an even distribution
the types of questions (CIS, Medline, Web) genera
per finding/disease, then from one X-ray report 
average number of 229 links to other reports a
documents could be created.
that
DISCUSSION

The chest X-ray information button application 
able to provide quick access to high qual
information resources for CIS users. By using 
information button, a user can find the answers to
predicted questions with fewer key strokes than
conventional methods. There are numerous Inte
resources available, however they are not of unifo
quality. Internet publication standards have yet to
established and many resources are inaccu
outdated, and unreliable. By selecting resources 
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can answer our questions adequately and are prov
by creditable institutions, we can control the quality

There have been many applications10 that link clinical
systems to resources such as Medline. A distinct
of our application is that it integrates heterogeneo
resources, including the CIS and publicly accessi
Web resources, to address information nee
According to research on physician informatio
needs1,2, a significant number of questions are abo
patient specific clinical information. So CIS i
therefore an important resource to employ.

Our application uses a general model that can 
scaled to address a broader domain of clini
information. At present, the application is attach
only to the chest X-ray reports. However, it could 
extended to other parts of the CIS (e.g. admiss
profiles or lab results) which use MED-coded da
The generic questions that we are using now 
prototype questions, and a survey is under way
expand the question set.

The development of the information butto
application leads to other directions worth explorin
The CIS at the CPMC presents results and ord
organized according to ancillary departments a
chronologic order. For example, X-ray reports of t
foot and the chest are stored together because the
both done by the radiology department, and 
radiology reports are sorted by time. The informati
button links the information across these lines and 
create new views of the CIS that organize informati
based on the content and function instead of wh
and when it is collected. For example, if the user h
a question about a patient’s heart, clinical data can
collected to show X-rays of the chest, EKGs, he
medication, echocardiograms and cardiac enzy
tests.

CONCLUSION

The chest X-ray information button applicatio
demonstrates that it is possible to provide answer
CIS user questions by linking the CIS t
heterogeneous information resources including 
CIS itself, image repositories, text books, and
bibliographic database. In our limited study, we we
able to provide users with access, via a few but
clicks, to an average of 229 reports and docume
for each X-ray report they reviewed.
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